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Selected works:
ENANTIODROMIA (2020)
It is a composition for live performance in collaboration with the musician composer Liz Allbee as duo pareidolia.
The term Enantiodromia refers to the process, the natural change that occurs in human beings and all things in nature, from
the very smallest to the largest. It was considered by Heraclitus to be the underlying principle of the universe: the
transformation of a one into its other. In this piece, we take the moon and its characteristics as a symbol, in order to speak
musically about the nature of change and the transformation of opposites. The moon is a natural satellite, it is a reflector of
signals, waves, words; as the signals reach its surface they bounce back to earth, transformed into another form.
In Enantiodromia, our duo plays with these ideas of reflection, relation, scale and transformation. We bring the outside-in –
receiving and performing radio waves coming from our atmosphere and signals from outer space – and the inside-out, fusing
them with an interior sonic world composed of broken voices and shadow sounds, which emanate from the amplified microarchitecture of the instrument. Through our playing together, we shift and transmute these acoustic realities: making music for
Enantiodromia!
ENANTIODROMIA was premiered at A’LARME Festival film version at Silent Green, Berlin in December 2020
Liz Allbee: quadraphonic trumpet, electronics & voice
Marta Zapparoli: self-built antennas, worldwide radio receivers, detector, electronics
Video Trailer:https://vimeo.com/514915322

“Electromigration of Echoes “
AV-Performative Installation 2020. Electromigration Of Echoes is an investigation into the echoes
of the inner ultrasound image of the human body and its rebound as sonic voices in the surrounding
external environment. The body signals are orchestrate into sound and image."
Composition, realization, performance: Marta Zapparoli in collaboration with Billy Roisz

This project was supported by INM (Iniziative Neue Musik), Besrlin 2019
Premiere at Acker Stadt Palast , Berlin 20.08.20
Instruments: Modified Ultrasonic machine, probe, video monitors, video beamer, EMF sensor, electronics.

“Sinking into the Dark”
•

Is a new ongoing research and a performative project started in 2019, focus on psycho acoustic, mutations of radio waves in
time and space, body motion, light, with the use of antennas, and self-made recordings of VLF (Natural Radio phenomena),
electromagnetic waves coming from celestial bodies from the outer space, in an ongoing collaboration with the Astronomical
Observatory in San Giovanni di Luserna (IT). This project focuses also on real-time reception of high frequencies waves, radio
communication, wireless, captured with a variety of sculptural antennas, during the performance. “Sinking into the Dark” is
deep critical thinking and exploration of the invisible electromagnetic web of our hidden natural/unnatural environment, its
constant mutation in time and space, reflecting the reality of our social and political world and the impact of these signals on
our body, and senses. The live performance is a fusion between composition and improvisation, and when possible, it develop
also as sound intervention in site-specific.
The first Premiere was, at Entangled Sounds series, KM28, Berlin 06.12.19.
Instruments: tape recorders,reel to reel tape machine, antennas, radio receivers, detector.
Sound : https://soundcloud.com/martazapparoli/sinking-into-the-dark-i-excerpt-livekm28-berlin-061219
Video: https://vimeo.com/386016627

•
•

•
•
•

“Phonomeniaritmo”

Composition for a trio (two drums, percussion, and prepared tapes) 2019.

The invisible spectrum of radio waves fused with the organic sound of vibrating objects, percussion instruments. “The music
focuses on the conflict between the certainty and moodiness of electronic and mechanical machines, on the sonification of
signals outside the human auditory spectrum such as radio waves, electromagnetic, mechanical vibrations and electrosmog, on
the transfer of abstract models and algorithms, on a concrete setup of devices and their interaction. Exploring the boundaries
•
•

and relationship between multiple acoustic realities in relation to space, also to create an intense and circular dialogue
between sonic particularity, repetition, and polyrhythm .”
Musicians : Martin Lorenz, and Sebastien Hofmann (drum, percussion)
Composition and prepared tapes: Marta Zapparoli
Premiered at Schlosserei Nenninger, Zurich (Switzerland) 2019
Instruments : drumms, tape recorders, reel to reel tape machine.
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQr3EGNdxdk

•
•

“Sonata Per Eterna” Composition for (radio waves, and electromagnetic radiations) 2018-19.
“Sonata Per Eterna” it is a deep sentimental work, in which the meaning of some combinations of words are connected to
selected self-recorded electromagnetic radiations from the outer space (meteor echoes), VLF (Natural Radio phenomena),
morse code, air communication, naval communication, VHF.
This piece is inspired by my personal romantic idea feed it also by scientific notions about the journey of the soul after death to
a perpetual motion in the universe. “The signal of the soul thought as a pure energy form, leaves the body and reach the outer
space passing across cosmic storms, planets, pulsar stars, black holes, intergalactic dust, stellar winds to enter in the Krasnikov
tube: a distortion of space-time that can be intentionally created in the wake of travel close to the speed of light. Through it,
the soul will be able to reach the final destination discovering “Eternal” in another universe. A piece of meteor come back to
earth as a symbol-messenger, bringing with it the secret of a new beginning of life. ”
During the performance, the piece is played in real-time with the use of tape recorders, reel to reel tape machine, and a
meteorite.
“Sonata Per Eterna” is dedicated to my father Giuseppe Zapparoli, (he was a self-taught poet, singer-songwriter, composer,
musician).
Premiere, at Heroines of Sound festival, HAU2 Berlin (Germany) 2018.
Instrument: reel to reel tape machine, tape recorders, meteorite, detector.
Video Trailer: https://vimeo.com/353120112
Sound and release : https://glisteningexamples.bandcamp.com/album/sonata-per-eterna

“SONIC AFFECTS” 45 minute multi-channel composition 2018.
It is a site-specific composition created in collaboration with musician, composer Liz Allbee as PAREIDOLIA duo, for and at
Museum Kesselhaus Herzberge in Berlin. The aim to create a new informed by the Kesselhaus itself: including its architecture,
reflective sonic attributes, electro-magnetic fields and history. The interest on this place is related to the fact that Kasselhaus
was for many years the power station (generating station) of the psychiatric hospital next to it. In this project I’m interested to
investigate into the radio spectrum circulating through the space and amplified their resonance response in it.
The piece feature the radio waves present in the performance location in real time (including short wave, long wave, vhf,
navigation, telegraph, wireless, and other communication signals), spatialized trumpet, voice, and prepared text. The passage
of fragmented text - spoken, cut-up and dispersed live through the quadraphonic system – will be based on various women’s
psychiatric intake histories from 19th and 20th centuries, as a means of pointing to the wider history of the Kesselhaus – power
plant for a psychiatric hospital whose patients were subjects (and objects) for research and elimination. This connection of the
physical presence of the past to their current work is an ongoing theme.
I’m interested in this relation between the history of a space and its acoustical presence as a means of blending time in space witnessing what the present can give to us from its past. Together with Liz Allbee, the aim is to create a unique sense of reality,
and to bring the audience into that space with us - a compositional risk that can also offer up unprecedented sonic results.
Sonic Affects was supported by Musikfunds , Berlin 2018.
Premiere at Museum Kesselhaus Herzberge , Berlin 05.05.18
Idealization, composition , realization : Marta Zapparoli and Liz Allbee
Instruments: Self-made Antennas , radio receiver, detector, modified quadraphonic trumpet, instrumental/vocal extensions.
Video premiere: https://vimeo.com/294636056
Video at Cule Labor Sonor: https://vimeo.com/327813059

“ The Unknown Beyond” ongoing from 2014”.
•
•

Is an ongoing investigation into electromagnetic radiations, the energetic environment in nature and the polluted one, (electro
smog and radio communication). I receive and record these waves all over the world during my travels and art residences.
I am interested in the relations of these signals, their origins, their evolution and transformations in space and time, their
effects on our senses/perceptions, and how their are influenced by our political-economical-social reality.

•

“The Unknown Beyond” focused on the realization of a series of “Radio portraits”; compositions of different electromagnetic
environments, collected for a future of multichannel installation. To date, I have realized “Radio portraits ” at these locations:
Cres 2014 (Croatia) , New York (2016), Krems 2016 (Austria) and Druskininkai 2017(Lithuania), Cozie Alps 2019 (Italy),
Poschiavo (Switzerland)2021.
Selected Radio Portraits excerpt :
Cres : https://soundcloud.com/martazapparoli/the-unknown-beyhond-excerpt-rf-phenomena-hfrecorded-with-trans-wwr
Krems: https://soundcloud.com/martazapparoli/krems-radio-wave-portrait2017-extract
New York:https://soundcloud.com/martazapparoli/emf-signals-around
Poschiavo: https://soundcloud.com/martazapparoli/posciavo-a-radio-portrait-uncool-artistic-residency-2021

“Crab Nebula” performance 2017.
Live performance with sculptural antennas (some of them self-made), radio receivers, and detectors. Exploring, detecting and
listening the invisible electromagnetic web of our environment, discovering other possibilities/sonic realities which exists in the
performances space. Focusing on the inaudible spectral site of the location - where are we now ? not to dream or be
elsewhere, but to be aware that here and now happens on real time, a sonic experience with constant mutable signals passing
through the audience as a vortex of informations, stimulating our senses and memories.
These signals coming from radio waves, wireless, EMF, satellite, constantly crossing our bodies, interrupting our balance.
Premiere, at Spectrum Lab, Berlin 2017.

•

“Audio Portrait Of Berlin” Is four-months audio research and self-made recordings in Berlin city. Discovering and tell about
the city’s sonic environment through the ears of a stranger, using a wide range of microphones, sensors. The recordings are
focused on (man-made-noise ) signals, machinery, industrial noise, vibrational sound, noise pollution, city life. With all the sonic
archive, I composed a 50’ minutes Audio Portrait of Berlin.
This project was supported by MOVIN-UP Award, Torino (Italy) .
Premiered at Ausland cultural association in Berlin , December 2007,
with a radio broadcast at WDR3 Open Studio Elektronische Musik Deutschland in (2011).

“Inner Space” Is an installation-performance about mediatic-landscapes , in 2002-2005.
This work was realized as a co-founder of “Hotel Nuclear “collective an Italian experimental collective working with audio,
installation, performance, together with musician, performer, set designer Giancarlo Bianchini.
This is the first step of work in progress based on a deep analysis and vision-processing of a masterpiece such as " The atrocity
exhibition"
book by J.G Ballard.
Concept, ideation, sound, realization: Marta Zapparoli & Giancarlo Bianchini
Performers: Marta Zapparoli, Giusi Ranieri, Mathilde Poirier.
Video documentation: Elena Skoko
Premiere at “Ginnico Celeste Festival” (Gambettola) CESENA , (Italy) 2002.
Video performance at Errata Corpora, event @ ELETTRO+ 10/06/2005 (Firenze) Italy.
Organization and coordination by Channel 83
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwhv_XhVx1s

